0. Introduction A. In this paper we relate stability properties (i.e. moment exponents) of a stochastic dynamical system on a compact manifold M to the homotopy and integral homology groups of M. In the special case of gradient Brownian systems associated to isometric immersions of M in R m , these moment exponents can be estimated in terms of the second fundamental form of the immersion. This yields topological obstructions to isometric immersions generalizing results in LSi], HW], O], Le] as well as new results on pharmonic maps. At the same time, our work places these authors' results in the general framework of Weitzenb ock formulas.
Recall that the Weitzenb ock formula q = r r + R q for the Laplacian on q-forms yields H q (M; R) = 0 provided the curvature term R q > 0: This vanishing theorem has two drawbacks, namely that real cohomology contains limited topological information, and that the term R q is unmanagable for q > 1:
In contrast, it is shown in LSi] that H q (M n ; Z) = H n?q (M n ; Z) = 0 provided where is the second fundamental form for an isometric immersion of M in S m : This result is obtained by averaging the ow of a current in a given integral homology class over a nite dimensional family of gradient vector elds, and showing that on the average the mass of the current decreases provided (0.1) holds. Since every homology class has a minimal current, the homology must vanish.
Roughly speaking, in this paper we average the ow of currents or spheres under the stochastic dynamical system. This is an in nite dimensional family parametrized by Wiener space, so it is not surprising that we obtain more information than for a nite dimensional average. In ERo1], the authors produced vanishing theorems for real cohomology by dominating the heat ow on forms by the semigroup associated to a Schr odinger operator on functions, where the potential term was built from the curvature term R q . In this paper we dominate the ow of a gradient SDS using a Schr odinger operator whose potential term involves both R q and the second fundamental form (Theorem 2B, Theorem 4B). Thus a positivity condition on the potential term gives homotopy and integral homology vanishing theorems.
For isometric immersions, we can check that our positivity condition for the potential term matches closely with (0.1). This is essentially why the in nite dimensional averaging extends their nite dimensional averaging results. Moreover, following LSi] we need only consider the ow on primitive p-forms. For such forms the curvature term R q simpli es to a sum of sectional curvatures (generalizing the Ricci curvature).
Thus we to some extent overcome the two weaknesses of the Weitzenb ock approach at the expense of working extrinsically. The example of lens spaces L, which have H 1 (L; Z) 6 = 0 but admit metrics of positive Ricci curvature, shows that some extrinsic condition is necessary, in this case a quanti ed version of our intuition that the lens space has nontrivial homology because it is more crumpled than its covering sphere.
B. To set the notation, on an n-dimensional compact smooth manifold M consider a smooth vector eld Y and a smooth vector bundle map X : R m ! TM of the trivial m-plane bundle over M into the tangent bundle of M. The latter corresponds to m vector elds X 1 ; :::; X m given by X i (x) = X(x; e i ), for e 1 ; :::; e m the standard basis for R m .
With X vanishing identically the vector eld Y determines a dynamical system dx t = Y (x t )dt whose behaviour is strongly limited by the topology of M, for example via Morse theory when Y is a gradient. For general X our data determine a second order semi-elliptic operator A L 2 X + Y (0:2) acting on functions on M, where L 2 X refers to the sum of the repeated Lie
. This is elliptic if and only if each X(x) : R m ! T x M, x 2 M, is onto, in which case we will call (X; Y ) non-degenerate.
Our approach is to consider the stochastic dynamical system dx t = X(x t ) dB t + Y (x t )dt ; (0:3) x5 is devoted to simplifying the expression for h q p to known geometric quantities, and involves no probability. The arguments are based on a rather simple expression for the Laplacian on q-forms in terms of an isometric embedding: Baxendale and Stroock in BSt] . In the latter paper ergodicity assumptions are imposed via a hypoellipticity assumption on the di erential generator of the processes The rst assertion follows since each t (!) is homotopic to 0 . For the second, set t = 0 F t and observe that E(E p ( t )) (kd 0 k 1 ) p R M EkT x F t k p dx. A version of (i) when M is non-compact is given in Li1].
C. Corollary 1B.1 (ii) can be re ned using 2 M (1). Indeed: THEOREM 1C. Let H q denote q-dimensional Hausdor measure on M. A Borel subset S of M is q-recti able if it is a countable union of q-dimensional C 1 submanifolds of M union a set of H q -measure zero. For such an S there is a tangent space T x S in T x M, with dimension q, for H q almost all x in S. An orientation of S is an H q -measurable : S ! q TM such that for H q almost all x in S we have x = a 1 (x)^ ^a q (x) for linearly independent a 1 (x); : : : ; a q (x) in T x S and j x j = 1. Two oriented q-recti able sets will be identi ed if they are the same outside a set of H q -measure zero. Any such (S; ) determines a linear map S : q M ! R on the space q M of smooth q-forms on M, given by S( ) = R S ( x )dH q (x). Giving q M the sup-norm topology determines a norm on S 2 ( q M) which is written M(S). It turns out that M(S) = H q (S), the Hausdor measure of S.
Let R q (M) be the additive subgroup of ( q M) generated by such S. Another result is that each S 2 R p (M) has the form S = P 1 n=1 nS n with fS n g 1 n=1 corresponding to a family (S n ; n ) of disjoint oriented q-recti able sets having M(S) = P 1 n=1 H q (S n ) < 1. N) ), so we have a functor from the category of smooth compact Riemannian manifolds and smooth maps to abelian groups and homomorphism. A basic result of Federer and Fleming ( FFl] ) is that this is naturally equivalent to the corresponding singular homology functor with integer coe cients. In particular for each q 0 there is an isomorphism H q (I (M)) = H q (M; Z): 
(2:1) (using the convention that (x) = 0 if x 6 2 S C. Of course the exponential decay needed for moment stability is not necessary for these vanishing results, although it is implied by the conditions on the coe cients of (0.3) given below. It is also worth noting the following remarks on the samplewise behavior, valid for any di eomorphism h replacing F t :
Remarks 2C. (i) Let S be a minimal area integral q-current in M. Then H q (x 2 supp S : k q T x F t k 1) > 0.
(ii) For any compact M, H q (x 2 M : kT x F t k 1) > 0; for 0 q n. In particular E sup x2M kT x F t k 1.
Proof : For (i) observe that 0 M ? (F t Proof : The rst statement follows from Theorems 2B and 4B and the others from Corollary 1B.1 and Theorem 4B.
In particular, we get vanishing theorems provided h q p 0 provided the inequality is strict at at least one point. The conditions h q 1 < 0 are essentially those which appeared in LSi] and h 1 2 < 0 in HW] (though using the second form of (4.2), not involving the Weitzenb ock curvature). In x5 we examine these conditions in detail. Thus Corollary 5C can be interpreted as showing that a pinching condition on K min implies M is a homotopy sphere. Micallef and Moore MiMo] have shown that a simply connected manifold with R positive on complex isotopic two-planes is a homotopy sphere. In contrast, Corollary 5C replaces this pointwise intrinsic hypothesis with a global extrinsic one. Note also from (5.5) that K max (n ? 1) k k 2 2 , if K > 0 on M, so the pointwise hypothesis in Corollary 5B (i) only implies a pinching constant of 1 (n?1) 2 for the sectional curvature. Thus the conclusion that M is a homotopy sphere does not follow from standard sphere theorems, even if M is simply connected and of positive sectional curvature.
As usual, the hypotheses on the sectional curvature in the Corollary can be weakened to holding on \most" of M. Finally, note the rst line of (5.5) gives 1 2 k k 2 ? n 2 jHj 2 = ? 1 2 k+ 1 2 n(n?1)jHj 2 where k is the scalar curvature.
D. We now show that Theorem 5A is a strengthening of results in LSi] .
Assume that M is isometrically immersed in S N , the standard unit sphere. 
